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ook, there, the way the sunset peeks be-
tween those buildings? Isn?t it beauti-

ful?? Her excitement, awe, is infectious. It would 
be impossible to disagree, but I look to where 
she?s pointing anyway. M y breath catches in my 
throat ? the sunset isn?t just beautiful, it is stun-
ning. The sky all around is frosting pink, fading 
away into the encroaching night fall, becoming 
first sapphic purple, then a delicate blue. Be-
tween the city skyscrapers, the brilliant orange 
glow is almost blinding with a perfect yellow orb 
sat precisely where the bustle of the city blocks 
out the horizon. It isn?t beautiful, it is almost oth-
erworldly in its perfection. 

? ? ?

?Here, I made us a drink for dinner tonight,? this 
time her voice is almost mischievous; she?s shar-
ing a secret this time, something just meant for 
the two of us. The drink is a delicious mix of 
fruit juices and fizzes, with some sort of herbal 
element that matches the meal we?re about to 
enjoy. But it isn?t really the drink composition, 
it?s the existence of the drink itself. It adds an 
extra twinkle to the night, something small, but 
profound that sparks a deep inner desire for pure 
joy.

? ? ?

?Let?s eat on the balcony tonight? was never a 
phrase that I thought would elicit such a warm-
ing in my heart. I wasn?t sure how, but I knew 
that somehow, somehow, she would bring her 
magic here too. As usual, she didn?t disappoint. 

Our balcony dinner meant candles, glasses of 
cheap rosé, warmed bread with gooey brie, and 
a selection of fruit that left my mouth watering 
before the first bite. We dined under the stars, 
quiet and peaceful in our own little world. 

? ? ?

Before I even realised, her magic touched every 
part of my life, every part of every day. I started 
noticing the little happy moments around, 
started appreciating the magic inherent in my 
surroundings, things I never would have noticed 
if she hadn?t taught me. This new lens belonged 
to glasses that I never wanted to take off, glasses 
that showed me how light creates beauty in 
every moment ? the early morning rays waking 
us up to watch the sunrise, the vibrancy of trees 
under high noon (best viewed from elevations 
over 1,600 km), the slanted beams that dance 
with laughter as they shine across her face on the 
drive home, the sunset finding us anywhere on 
Earth, ready to say goodnight and welcome a 
new series of magical moments. 

In the beginning, I tried to memorise each snap-
shot of beauty, tried to capture the magic I felt 
around her, that seemed to ooze out of her every 
pore. But that?s the real magnetism of magic ? it 
can?t be captured, contained, held for longer 
than the fleeting moment it bursts into exis-
tence. It?s this thought that makes the final con-
nection: she is magic. And just like magic, she 
isn?t meant to be contained, only treasured for 
each and every moment she shares with those 
around her. ?

Lens of Love
M adeline Dougher ty

'L

Siddiq Islam

[CW: homophobia]

red Bickerton started at University Col-
lege as an Under Scout (more specifically 

as ?under bedmaker?) in 1897 and retired as 
Head Porter in 1950. I thought the following 
may be of interest from his published memoirs. 

When Fred first started in the Porters? Lodge as 
an ?under- porter?, he noticed an extremely un-
popular student:

He took no part in the communal life of the college, not 
because he could not afford it, for he was, I believe, 
quite a well off, and if he made any friends at all, he 
made them outside the College walls. His attitude gen-
erally was supercilious and stand-offish. You never saw 
him go into the Junior Common room or appear at any 
of the College occasions. In those days the colleges kept 
far more to themselves than they do now, and such con-
duct as this was regarded as insulting. 

One day some men from the College went to the mar-
ket with a bag and bought some feathers. They also 
purchased a tin of wood-tar.

I was on duty in the Lodge that night. It was quiet, 
and one of the College servants had stopped for a few 
minutes to gossip to me. Then, suddenly, there was a 
terrific hullabaloo ? a fearsome scream ? and into the 
Lodge there rushed an appalling apparition, naked and 
black from head to foot, with fluffy feathers stuck all 
over the glistening tar. He looked like a chicken in a 
nightmare. He was gibbering with terror, shaking and 
shivering all over, and in hysterics. We did what we 
could to calm him down, and then I went to see what 
had happened.

His rooms were in utter chaos. The raggers had over-
turned his pianola, of which he had been very proud, I 
heard. His pictures and furniture had been thrown out 
into the quadrangle. The drawers had been pulled out 
of the dressing-table and the contents scattered all over 
the floor. I noticed powder-puffs among the wreckage!

His scout spent hours trying to restore him to some sem-
blance of humanity. It was hard work, and I believe he 
used ammonia to scrub off the tar.

Naturally there was a lot of trouble about it. The Fel-
lows of the College were expected to take severe discipli-
nary action. But when it came to doing anything, it 
came out that the man had been so unpopular that 
practically the whole College would have to be sent 
down. This might have been no more justice, but it 
was hardly practicable. In the end all that was done 
was that the man in question (now scrubbed white 
again) was asked to move out of his College rooms into 
lodgings, and thus the peace was preserved for the re-
mainder of his stay in Oxford.

I recall the first time I came across this story in 
the early 1970s told by an adult relative who, 
whenever she visited, expected us children to be 
on ?best behaviour?. Apparently, according to 
her version, there had been a democratic vote on 
the matter prior to the actual tarring and feath-
ering. The social outsider and student?s peer 
motives were explained finally to all listening 
with a single deliberately whispered sentence: 
?The man was a homosexual!? I can see her now 
nodding her head slowly, letting the silence 
speak stronger than any more words. All the 

adults present seemed to un-
derstand the severity of the rev-
elation but more ? the silence 
and her nodding head instinc-
tively made it very clear that 
no further words or conversa-
tion on the matter 
were either neces-
sary, wanted or 
probably accept-
able. So, the si-
lence continued 
further for a 
suitable time 
and then the 
subject was 
changed. Inci-
dentally, this 
lady was the 
same relative 
who, when 
being guided 
in a group 
around some stately home, was asked by the 
guide: ?Do any of you know how Edward the 
Second died?? There is still a certain chill that 
occasionally goes through me when I look at 
our founder?s huge portrait in our college dining 
hall and recall her short reply ?They inserted a 
red-hot poker?.

I have since seen illustrations of this tarring and 
feathering incident, though the motives given 
for it are in response to the man?s haughty or 
pompous personality. Fred?s account in large 
part chimes with this but I have no doubt the 
sentence ending complete with explanation 
mark regarding the ?powder puffs?, given what 
else is happening in that paragraph, is effectively 
a large wink to the reader for the hidden or un-
spoken motivations behind these actions. Some 
topics, it seems, were just not talked about 
openly, or at best were treated as a dark secret. I 
note also that Fred reflected in part on this story 
that joking and mischief generally of fifty years 
past used to be ?more cruel? and that ?things 
which seemed comic then would now offend?. 
Fred wrote his account in the early 1950s about 
an incident that probably happened around 
1903. Three years after the death of Oscar 
Wilde (of M agdalen College) in taboo, exile, 
and poverty despite his previously hugely ac-
claimed popularity.

It is sombre to think how the curtains of time 
can hide away the events of just a generation 
gone. And it can be good to lift the illusion, to 
find the true stories beneath. ?

Quoted text from: Bickerton, F. (1953), Fred of 
Oxford: Being the Memoirs of Fred Bickerton, Until 
Recently Head Porter of University College, Oxford. 
London: Evans Bros., pp. 34-35.

Chicken in a Nightmare

F*** ing M agic

The whole wide world and all its space,

With every land and ocean each,

And in between, the brazen beach,

The forests green in all their grace,

The open fields and hilltops high,

And miles and miles of boundless sky.

Is this some twisted sorcerer's scoff,

Or are you just here to piss me off?

All that space, the whole world wide,

The whole wide world, and you decide

To bugger through my window crack

And now can't even bugger back.

F

M . Davies (College Por ter )

Fred Bickerton

hat sets magic apart ? what makes some-
thing magical ? is the surprise, I would 

suggest. It is the revelation of something hidden 
and unexpected, without any explanation for 
why it is so. And our reaction, good or bad, de-
pends on what we know, and where the magic 
remains.

When we are looking for magic, we want to be as-
tonished. We are looking for something beyond 
our normal day, so that we can let our imagina-
tion flutter into fantasy. To wish for magic, then, 
is to wish for something more. It is to hope for 
an escape from all the rules and regularities in 

the mundanity of life. What if there was something 
more?

But then there is the magic we find without 
looking; the magic which passes by unnoticed.

How magical it is, to share dinner with someone 
you love? How magical is the snow, when it is 
the first snow that falls? It is a wash of emotion 
that takes us by surprise with its power. Some-
thing expected and normal, imbued with some-
thing beyond. A reaction of happiness that we 
did not expect. A side of magic well explored in 
this issue.

Of course, with magic, there is illusion; there is 
trickery and sorcery, a darker surprise which 
awaits. What is this more threatening side of the 
magician?

I would suggest, still, it is surprise. It is the spell 
cast upon us without our consent. It is the magic 
of someone else?s will thrown upon us, when we 
have no power to leave the show.

That is the magic of time and the loss of mem-
ory, from which we wake, shuddering. How 
could we not have known? How could we have 
forgotten? Who was it who made us forget? A 
nightmare, indeed.

So take both sides of the view, both ends of the 
wand. Look for magic, wherever you go. Find it 
in every heartbeat, in every sunrise, and every-
day. Let it lift you on and beyond. And where it 
is illusion, hiding what should be seen, cast the 
smoke away.?

A Word from the Editors
M onim Wains

W
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READ  THE POOR PRI NT  ON LIN E

Find this issue?s content and much more from 
our previous issues at thepoorprint.com!

You can also submit to us by clicking on the 
?Send a submission!? at the top of the menu.

As always, we are looking forward to seeing 
your ideas!

OR I EL STASH

It?s the announcement you have all been waiting 
for! Oriel stash has been released!

You can find a range of items, emblazoned with 
the three lions, in your email inbox.

All profits will go to the three charities which 
you choose in the JCR this week. Be sure to 

have a look and vote!

can see the lights around me, sparkly and 
bright. And there is glitter on the trees, lit-

tle fireflies flickering in the wind. Music and 
colour fill the scene no matter where I look. 
Here and there, giants curl over steaming hot 
drinks, smiling and laughing, all their noses 
bright pink. I don?t know what they?re drinking, 
but it?s never something I?ve had. I have seen it 
before, black and frothy. It would be too strong 
for me anyway, I think. It always smells like 
burnt wood and chocolate, somehow. They look 
so happy, standing round. They remind me of 
penguins (huge penguins ...) standing in a hud-
dle, keeping each other warm.

That reminds me of the cold, as another shiver 
goes into my hands. I see puffs of mist whenever 
I breathe out. I was stuck doing that for quite a 
long time earlier today. It?s always funny when it 
happens, like I?m a dragon breathing fire ?

Oh, look, it?s a puddle! I skip towards it, starting to 
crouch, ready to ? and just as I?m about to jump, 
a strong tug on my arm keeps me in place ?

?N o! Be careful!?

I freeze for a second, confused. It doesn?t look 
right ? it?s not wet! It looks rock- hard, and slip-
pery. It?s not a puddle at all, it?s something else, 
shimmering on the floor like a mirror. And now 
that I look, it?s not the only one. Everywhere on 
the ground, there are these shiny mirrors, like 
shards of glass embedded under my feet. ?We?re 
going somewhere magical,? I had been told.

I?m curious though ? what is it? I step closer, 
slowly, and take a good look ...

Woah, I?ve never seen that before ... It's like a 
portal. I can see the clouds and the moon all the 
way below. It?s like a whole new world, a sky 
stretching way down. Could I fall in?! That?s ter-
rifying! I stop, just making sure I?m on solid 
ground.

But something?s off in the portal. Everything 
looks hazy, like there?s a fog smudging every-
thing over. And there are scratches in it that 
catch the light when I bend down.

I step closer, making sure not to fall in. I want to 
see inside if I can ...

Ah! I jump back ? who was that?! ? there was some-
thing moving in there! I couldn?t quite see it, but I 
know that I saw it. There was a flash of some-
thing moving inside!

I curl up, heart beating. There?s something in 
there? What? ... Who??

I don?t know what to do ? should I run away?

N o. I want to know. I?m not going away just like 
that ...

I want to meet whomever that is.

So I take a deep breath, cold crisp air fills my 
lungs. I flap my arms a bit just to shake the fear 
out of me. M y legs are still tense, feet curled up 

as tight as they can get. M y fists clenched shut 
even tighter. I take a step, and another, closer to 
it. Craning over, just about, I peer into the hole. 
A little bobble appears, right at the edge.

I stop ...

Lean further ...

It?s a hat! It?s a hat just like mine! What are the 
chances of that? That?s not too bad, I suppose. 
So I go closer, even more, tiptoeing now. I can 
see the whole hat, exactly like mine, and a little 
bit of their face. There?s a scarf hiding most of it, 
but even still, there?s something I can see. Oh, 
another pink little nose. The rest of the face is 
hidden behind I don?t know how many layers of 
wool. But I can see its eyes shining through, just 
below the hat. It?s staring right back at me... like 
it knows me. Curious.

I wave ...

It waves back ? it waves just like me, that?s hilarious!!

I burst out laughing ? it laughs too! It?s clutching 
its chest while it ha-ha-has as loud as it can.

I?m still too scared to laugh properly, but I laugh 
to hide that away, as loud as I can. It seems 
friendly.

I stand there, staring at my friend; I?m not sure 
for how long. We have a good talk, though we?re 
just pointing and laughing, waving sometimes. I 
don?t know who it is, or why it?s there. And still, 
there?s a whole sky ... deep behind it ... so far, far 
below. I make sure not to fall through.

What about my world?

I start to look up. The ground is shimmering in 
places, pulsing with life as the waves of light 
shine over it. It looks cold, somehow. Wet, I can 
see, but also solid. I didn?t know the ground 
could do that. I see another portal shining in the 
distance, even hazier than mine. I wonder 
whether that has another world... another friend?

But then a huge leg comes down on it, getting in 
the way. There is a half- second pause as the 
weight bears down, and then a little crack as the 
portal smashes! She broke it?! The clear surface 
snaps into a thousand tiny shards. The world in-
side disappears right there!

The giant slips, stumbling and almost falling. I 
hear her yelp, tripping over her feet for a few 
clumsy steps before catching herself again. She?s 
fine. But that portal ? it?s flooding! A pool of wa-
ter bursts out from underneath. The surface, 
which looked so completely solid, broke. I watch 
as little pieces sink away. I don?t know how that 
could happen. How did she not fall in?

I?d have to make sure not to do that to mine ? I 
don?t know what would happen to my friend if I 
did.

I look further up, from the forest of legs to the 
forest of trees. They?re different today, glistening 
and golden in the wind. The tips of leaves lit up 
with flames. I blink a couple of times, the light is 
too much at once. When my focus returns, I no-
tice something else. There?s another thing cover-
ing the trees, webs of string hanging from the 
leaves, branch to branch, each dotted with those 
little lights of a kind. Red, blue, white and yel-
low, flashing on and off, on and off. The more I 
stare, the more colour I can see, pink and purple, 
shades of yellow and orange. It?s a kaleidoscope 
wrapping higher and higher as I look, framing 
the sky.

And the sky itself ... I?ve just seen that cloud! It 
was in the portal, all the way down. How could 
that be? It?s huge! It covers the whole night in a 
swathe of grey and white. Layers of light and 
dark, hiding the heavens whole.

I could stare at that forever, lost in its folds. And 
I do, for a while, watching as the moon tries to 
peek through. Blue-white rays of light pierce out 
in places for a moment, before the cloud takes 
over again. Its luminous shades of chalk keep 
flowing in and out.

The smell of their drinks, their laughing, the 
lights ... that portal with all of this in haze... all 
under that vast canopy of cloud ...

I stand, awed.

Ah! Something?s in me eye?!

I take my hand and rub it out ? whatever it is. I 
can?t see for a second, until I blink my eyes clear.

It?s so cold! What happened?

I look up again, and I can?t believe it. The cloud 
is falling! It?s falling from the sky! Everywhere I 
look, there?s this rain ? but it?s not rain ? like lit-
tle balls of wool falling down. It looks so pretty!

I let out my laugh again, shrill and quick ? half 
amused, half confused. It?s so pretty!

One of them lands on my face, freezing cold. It 
turns into a drop of water as soon as it hits my 
cheek! What is it?!

?Aww, look, darling! It?s snow! Sssnooww,? says 
mummy.

She holds my hand and points to all the cloud 
falling around us, smiling at me.

I listen carefully to the drawn- out word. 
?Shnooo!? I laugh, ?shnoo!?

I reach out with my hand, trying to catch it. All I 
catch is water, somehow.

?H aha, is that the first time?? says the giant.

?Yeah, first snow,? says mummy. ?We just came 
for the market, but this is even better!?

?What do you think, darling? Isn?t it pretty??

?Yesss mummy! Look, it?s shnoo!?

?Yes,? she laughs, ?shnooooo!?

It?s perfect, I think. The webs of light, and the 
portal. And most of all, the shnoo. All falling 
from the sky. I look down, and my friend is 
smiling too. There?s shnoo there as well. This re-
ally is a magical place.?

In a 
Fair ytale
M onim Wains

I

eary McBearface, treasured Oriel mascot and 
JCR staple, is here to help you with your trou-
bles. In this column, Beary will attempt to find 

solutions to your little college worries; trust him, he?s 
seen it all. To contact him, all you have to do is email
thepoorprint@oriel.ox.ac.uk with the subject line 
?Dear Beary?.

Of course, if you?d like to remain anonymous ? and 
Beary encourages naming no names, we don?t want 
any beef here ? just drop a note with your Beary con-
cern to one of the editors' pidges. And please do; Beary 
needs a hobby in his twilight years.

[If you?re really struggling, or if your problem contains 

sensitive information, be aware that Beary has received 
no formal welfare training; please message Harriet 
Tubb and Aidan Robertson, our beloved JCR Welfare 
Officers, for more information, or get in touch with the 
peer supporters, Welfare Deans or the College Nurse.]

1) D ear Beary, I  am  som ehow already in 
the final year of m y degree and I  feel t im e 
is slipping away faster and faster each week. 
H ow do I  com bat m y feelings of being 
overcom e by m y inexorable passage to-
wards death?

Beary is a firm believer in the linear progression 
of time. Each year is one year long, so don't feel 
as though you have to busy your days with hec-
tic itineraries. Enjoy the ride; it's going as slowly 
as ever.

2) D ear Beary, i t 's week 4 and I?m  st i l l  

snivell ing. What do I  do?!

Ah yes, how freshers? flu extends well into 
term ... M ake sure to try and get some rest if 
you can. Keep your distance, and get in touch 
with the College N urse if you don't feel better 
soon.

I know that work can make it seem like you 
can't take a break, but get in touch with your tu-
tors if you need. They will be concerned about 
your health as well.

3) D ear Beary, happy H alloween!  Now 
what should we do about Chr istm as?

H appy H alloween to you too!

Well, if this is your first year here, you won't yet 
know the joys of Oxmas! Because term finishes 
early, we don't get to celebrate Christmas in 

Oxford. Instead, we have Oxmas one month 
early!

It is a time of festivities, with Christmas formal 
as its highlight. That is a dinner with Christmas 
food, and the choir singing from the balcony be-
tween courses. Watch out for emails about elect-
ing Oxmas Reps soon. And run for the position 
yourself, if you'd like to be one of the Oriel Col-
lege organisational elves for the year!

4) D ear Beary, why is there a piano in the 
JCR?

For that, you can thank a certain Cameron Ig-
gulden, who took it upon himself to purchase it 
on Facebook M arketplace (for free, no less) and 
proceeded to haul it about two miles from 
Headington to Oriel JCR. Kudos to him!?

?Dear  Beary...?
Beary M cBear face

B

As N ovember begins today, you may begin to 
see people sprouting questionable facial shrub-
bery around the city. Is this the annual season 
for barmy beards and marvellous moustaches? 
Or has the whole world gone mad on a fashion 
trend that you have just happened to miss?

Fear not, dear reader, for you are all still sane, 
and so are we!

This season is in fact, M ovember time! 

The Movember Foundation began the event in 
2003, to ?try and change the face of men?s 
health,? and to bring attention to issues that 
cause men to die earlier than they should. The 
idea is simple: swallow your pride and let your 
beautiful facial furniture take hold. All to raise 
awareness for the three main causes of the char-
ity: mental health and suicide prevention, 
prostate cancer, and testicular cancer.

These are all problems that cause a higher rate 
of death in the male population, and M ovember 
calls on all ?M o Bros? and ?M o Sistas? to try 
something to help. The aim is to reduce the 
rate of male suicides by 25% by 2030. It will 
not be easy, but the target is worthwhile.

In our college, we have, as in previous years, be-
gun a campaign to raise money. Details can be 
found here:

https://movember.com/t/oriel-2020?mc=1

And you will find a reminder of the cause every 
time you see a friend with questionable cos-
metic choices on their usually pristine facade.

At the time of writing, several members of col-
lege are already on the team, captained by 
Cosmo H amwee. You can also find posts on 
the JCR to join the group chat, and find charity 
events through the month. If you want to know 
what various people will look like at the end of 
this noble mission, selfies from previous years 
can also be found online!

And again, the charity events are open to M o 
Sistas just as much as they are to M o Bros.

As they say...


